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Introduction 
   Galaxy is a free and open-source science web-based platform, which provides 
tools and data processing pipelines (workflow) mainly dedicated to genomics 
(http://galaxyproject.org). Our platform based on this Galaxy environment 
http://workflow4metabolomics.org (W4M) is dedicated to metabolomics. 

   This year version 2.0 of W4M is available thanks to strong collaboration between 

software developers and chemists allowing optimization and validation. It is 

accessible for anyone through a personal account. 

   All these analysis tools were developed and/or integrated by a development team of 
14 bioinformaticians, informaticians and statisticians from 7 teams. 
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   New tools were developed on Galaxy for NMR data 
processing, e.g. bucketing and normalization, from Bruker 
files. NMR spectra preprocessing including Fourier 
transformation, spectra phase correction, baseline correction 
and calibration have to be performed first on Topspin 
software. 
   For statistical analyses, the same tools as for mass 
spectrometry are used, e.g. univariate and multivariate 
analyses. 
   The next stage of NMR workflow corresponding to spectra 
annotation will be soon developed, with bank queries 
dedicated to NMR or the use of the MetaboHUB bank: 
PeakForest.  
   We planed to enrich these workflows, e.g. variable sized 
bucketing and 2D NMR. 

   Until recently, several scattered commercial software were necessary for data treatment in metabolomics. Now, Galaxy environment allows executing tools in a stand-
alone mode or easily creating personalized workflows through a graphical interface without programming skills, from preprocessing to annotation. Several settings are 
available for each analysis step and number of dedicated explanations, examples and tutorials are provided for each one. Demo datasets are ready for use to handle the 
various analyses tools using the tutorials. 
    The figure below is an example of a proposed analysis sequence (workflow) for each analytical technique: LC-MS, GC-MS and NMR, published on: 

galaxy.workflow4metabolomics.org 

   More than 130 accounts were opened in the past year, mainly 
from French community but not only. 
   The Galaxy platform increases the collaborative work via this 
ability to share datasets and workflows (tools and parameters) 
publicly or between selected collaborators. 
   Fell free to suggest improvement of the existing tools or new 
ones useful for the community contact us at: 
   contact@workflow4metabolomics.org 

   Each tool was tested and validated by analysts of these teams and many of their 
feedbacks result in improvements. 

   Members of the development team can help you in case of 
problems with the use of W4M. Contact us through the support: 
support@workflow4metabolomics.org 
   Several events are organised during the year to learn using the 
different analysis tools (visit our website: look       on the right) 
   The Galaxy metabolomics platform is hosted on a high 
performance computing environment at the IFB (Institut Français 
de Bio-informatique) node from Roscoff. 
 

   The LC-MS workflow was the single available one year 

ago. It already covered all steps of data treatment via 

XCMS pretreatment, batch correction, statistical analyses 

with ANOVA, (O)PLS(-DA) and annotation through queries 

in several online database like HMDB, Lipidmaps, 

MassBank, KEGG… 

   During the past year, this workflow was enriched and 

strengthened with the addition of steps for data quality 

control, improvement of normalization (new pool-less drift 

modeling) and statistical analyses (N‐way anova) as well as 

the ability to query in a in-house bank. 

   Currently, 27 tools are accessible for this LC-MS workflow. 

In the future, they will be further improved and 

complemented with new tools (e.g. MS/MS) especially 

common tools (e.g. PeakForest: spectral database cf P1). 

   A new workflow has emerged very recently. It allows 

covering all the data processing steps for GC-MS. Many of 

these analysis steps are common with LC-MS, like 

normalization and statistical analyses. 

   But two tools were developed specifically for the GC-MS 

analysis: “metMS:runGC” for Pre-Processing and 

“dbsearch.golm” to query spectra into Golm metabolome 

database. 

   Like LC-MS, GC-MS workflows will be enriched thanks 

new tools in the next twelve months. 
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